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In the paper by Buchner, Marsden, and Schecter, [BMS], the authors 
were led to consider a nondegeneracy codition in the first non-vanishing 
derivative &f(O) of a germ f: (W, 0) + (Rp, 0) which guarantees that in 
some neighborhood of the origin the zero set f-‘(O) is homeomorphic to 
the zero set of &f(O)( = ( x E R” 1 &f(O)(x,..., x) = O}). In this note we show 
that the same nondegeneracy condition implies a stronger result, namely 
that f is equivalent to the homogeneous map x -+ &f(O)(x,..., x) by a CL”- 
change of variables in R” provided we also allow a linear change of 
variables in Rp depending on x E R”. 
The forthcoming paper by Percell and Brown [PB] seems to imply this 
result, but only with Co change of variables in R”. Furthermore, our 
methods are rather direct and we think result in a simpler treatment of the 
equivalence problem. The nondegeneracy condition, itself, occurs earlier: 
for instance, in the paper by Kuo [K] where it is used to study the zero 
sets of jets. 
The precise statement of the theorem and its proof now follow, 
THEOREM. Let B: R” x KY’ x . ‘. x KY’ (k times) + Iwp he a k-multi&ear 
map and let Q: W -+ [wp be the associated k-form Q(x) = B(x, x,..., x). 
Assume that the derivative dQ(x) has rank p for all x E Q-‘(O)\(O). Suppose 
g:lQ”-+Rp is Ck+’ and satisfies g(0) = 0, dg(0) = O,..., dkg(0) = 0. Then 
Q +g is equivalent to Q in the following precise sen.pe. There is a 
neighborhood U of 0 in R”, a map S: U -+ GL(p, R) which is Co and satisfies 
S(0) = identity matrix in GL(p, R) and a C’ diffeomorphism 4: U + R” 
satisfying d(O) = 0, dd(O) = identity matrix in GL(n, R) such that 
Q(x) = S(xNQ + g)(d(x)). 
In particular, the zero sets of Q and Q + g are related by the C’ 
diffeomorphism 141 
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Remark. This result shows that if one replaces C” contact equivalence 
by (Co, C’) contact equivalence, then regularity on the zero set implies 
k-determinacy. For a counterexample in the C” case, see [BMS, 
pp. 4164171. Note that in [BMS] it is shown that C” k-determinacy 
implies regularity on the zero set. 
Proof: Define et(x) = Q(x) + tg(x). We shall construct a neighborhood 
Vof (O}x[O,l] in R”x[O,l], a COmapA:V+M(p,R) (=pxp real 
matrices) satisfying A(0, t) = zero matrix in M(p, R) for all t and a C’ 
map B: V+ R” satisfying B(0, t) = 0 for all t such that 
g(x) = A(x, 1). Q,(x) + ~Q,(x)CB(x> t)l 
for all f. 
Assume for the moment that this has been done. Since B is C’, there is a 
unique solution 4(x, t) to: 
$ (x, f) = -W&x, ~1, t), 
for (x, t) in a neighborhood of (0) x [0, I]. Likewise, there is a unique 
solution S(x, I) to 
; (x, 1) = -SC& c) A(d(x, f), t), 
S(x, 0) = / = identity matrix 
in a neighborhood of (0) x [0, 11. Observe that B(0, t) = 0 for ail t implies 
&O, t) = 0 for all t and 
A(0, t) = zero matrix for all t implies, 
S(0, t) = identity matrix for all t. 
Next we compute 
& { S(x> f). Qr(W t))) 
= S(x, t) . [ --A(x, t) . Q,(x) + g - dQ,(x) B(x, t)l 4(x, t) = 0. 
Hence S(x, t) . Q,(&x, t)) is constant in t for each fixed x. Consequently 
S(x, 0). Qo(d(x, 0)) = S(x, 1) Q,(b(x, 1 )I 
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which reduces to 
P(x) = S(xt 1 Ice + g)(4(x, 1)). 
We let S(x, 1) = S(x) and Q(x, 1) = b(x). 
The remainder of the proof is devoted to establishing the existence of 
A(x, t) and B(x, t). 
Note in what follows that we solve the equation 
g(x) = A(x)- Q(x) + 42txfCw~l 
for A(x) and B(x) as a first step in solving for A(x, t) and B(x, t). 
Define F(x): M(p, R) x 53” + lRp to be the linear map given by 
F(x)(A, Y) = A Q(x) + II x II dQ(x) .Y 
Then F(x) has rank p for all x E R”\(O) (because of the regularity 
assumptions on Q) and moreover F(x) scales according to the formula 
F(Ax) = AkF(x) (for 2 2 0). 
Let R(x) = [F(x)1 [Ker F(x)]‘]-’ where the orthogonal space is taken 
with respect to some fixed inner product (i.e., R(x) is the choice of inverse 
of F(x) taking values in the perpendicular complement of the kernel). Then 
R(x) is C” on R”\(O) and scales according to the formula R(I*x) = 
It -kR(x) 
Define (A(x), B(x)) E M(p, R) x IR” by the formula (A(x), B(x)) = 
R(x) g(x). Then (by definition) A(x) Q(x) + 11 x I/ de(x) B(x) = g(x). Since 
g(x) = O( // x lJk l ‘) and R(2x) = A--kR(~) we obtain R(x) g(x) = 0(/j x // ) 
and hence A(x)= O(llxll) and B(x)= O(l(xll). If we define A(O)=O, 
B(O) = 0 then A and B are Co. We claim, in addition, that if B(x) is defined 
by B(x) = I\xI\ B(x) then dB(x) = O(\\ xl/) (this does not follow from 
B(x) = 0( II x II*) as the example of x2 sin (l/x) shows). However, dB(x) = 
((x, )/II x II ) B(x) + ]I x )I d&x), hence we need only show d&x) is bounded 
and for this it suffices to show d(Rg)(x) is bounded (near 0). But this 
follows from d(Rg)(x) = dR(x) g(x) + R(x) dg(x), dR(,lx) = Kk-‘dR(x), 
g(x)=O(llxIlk+’ ), R(Ax) = IedkR(x) and dg(x) = 0(/1x II”). (This last sen- 
tence uses “g is C k+‘.‘r) Note that we have also shown &I(x)= O(1); this 
will be used later on. 
We define, for XE R”, W(x): M(p, R) x R” + M(p, R) x R” by 
W(x)(E, v) = R(x)[Eg(x) + I( x II dg(x) y] and observe that W(x) = 
0( IIx II). We define (A(x, t), B(x, t)) = (Z+ tfV(x))-’ (A(x), B(x)) which is 
well defined for small x and t E [0, l]. 
A little unraveling of the definitions shows g(x) = A(x, t) Q,(x) + 
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/I XII de,(x) &x, t). Write (A(x), B(x)) in terms of (A(x, t), @x, t)) and 
apply F(x) to both sides of the equation. We define B(x, t) = 11 x/I &x, t). 
It remains only to check that ,4(x, t) and B(x, t) satisfy the properties 
claimed at the start of the proof. From ll(Z+ tLV(x)))’ II d 
(1 - t II W(x)ll))’ and (A(x), B(x)) = 0( I( x 11) we obtain (,4(x, t), &x, t)) = 
0( )I x II ) uniformly in t E [0, 11. 
To show B(x, t) is C’ it is enough to demonstrate dB(x, t) = 0( II x II ). 
First we compute &V(x) and show it is 0( 1) 
AVx)(z)(E, Y) 
= ww)(z)l C&b) + II x II 47(x) Yl 
[ 
(4 z> 
+ R(x) E%(x)(z) + II x /I &(x)(x z) + - IIxII &(X)(Y) . 1 
Hence 
6 II Wx)ll Ilz II [II -JII II s(x)ll + II x II II &(x)ll II y II 1 
+ II R(x)ll C II E II II &(x)ll II z II 
+ II x II II ~‘s(x)ll II Y II II z /I + II 2 II II &(x)ll II Y II 1 
d II ~Wx)ll II z II C II Eli + II Y II 1 C II g(x)ll + II x II II &(x)ll 1 
+ II W)ll II z II [II Eli + II Y II ICI1 &(x)ll + II x/I II &(4lll 
and the result follows from R(x) = 0( I( x II -k), dR(x) = 0( II x II -k- ‘), 
&)=0(Ilxll”+‘)> &(x)=O(IIxIlk), &z(x)=w(xIlk~‘). 
Now dB(x, t) = ((x, . )/II x II) @x, t) + /Ix 11 &(x, t) so to show 
dB(x, t) = 0( II x 11) it suffices to show d&x, t) = 0( 1). This follows from the 
computation d([Z+ tW(x)]-’ (A(x), B(x))) = - (I+ tW(x))-’ [t&V(x)] 
(I+ tW(x))-’ (A(x), B(x)) + [Z+ tW(x)] -’ (&i(x), d(x)), the first sum- 
mand being 0( /I x II ) and the second 0( 1). This concludes the proof. 
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